Banner
Searching for a name in Banner - NAME/ID Search
There are two ways of searching for a name in Banner. For names that may be somewhat uncommon
(where few people are likely to have that same name), you can perform a name search directly from the
name field in any Banner form. For more common names (where a large number of people are likely to
have the same name), there you can use the “Person Search Form” (SOAIDEN).
Direct Name Search

•
•

In the ID field in the key block of any form (such as SPAIDEN, APAIDEN, PPAIDEN, etc), blank out the ID
(if it is filled in) by using the Backspace or Delete key, then Tab over to the Name field.
Enter all or part of the person’s last name (not case sensitive). The percent (%) character may be used as
a “wild card” in place of any missing or questionable information as part of the value. For example, if
you’re not sure if the person’s last name is Peterson or Petersen, you might query using “Peters%n.
Follow the last name with a comma (,) and the person’s first name (using the percent character if
needed). Optionally follow the first name with a comma (,) and the person’s middle initial and a percent
character. For example:
lutz, ron%,d%

•

lut%, ronal%

lutz%

When all or part of the name is entered, press the NextItem key (Enter or Tab) to perform the search.
If a single match was found, that ID and name will be automatically filled in and the search is done. If
more than one name matched your search text, the ID and Name Extended Search window will appear:
The number in the upper right corner of the
window shows the number of people in
Banner that match your search text.
The Search Results pull-down will display
these matches (the white box in the middle
of the window). Note that some of the
names are aligned fully to the left in the
window. These are the person’s most
current name and ID. Names that are
indented below the current name are prior or
previous names or IDs for that person.
Also note that if the SSN is available, the
last four digits appear in parenthesis after
the ID.
Select the appropriate name and ID from the
list by clicking on the name. (You may need
to use the vertical scroll bar to find the person on the list). Once you select the person, you are returned to
the original Banner form, and the ID and name fill in there.
Person Search Form
In the ID field in the key block of any form (such as SPAIDEN, APAIDEN, PPAIDEN, etc), execute
the ListFieldValues function by clicking on the list icon next to the name, pressing
theListFieldValues function key, or select List from the Help pull-down menu.

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

Place the cursor in the “Last Name” field by using the mouse cursor or pressing theNextItem function
key.
Enter all or part of the person’s last name. (You can use any case if you start your query by clicking on
“No” in the “Case Sensitive Query” option at the bottom of SOAIDEN). The percent (%) character may be
used as a “wild card” in place of any missing or questionable information as part of the value. For
example, if you’re not sure if the person’s last name is Peterson or Petersen, you might query using
“peters%n”.
Place the cursor in the “First Name” field, and enter all or part of the person’s first name in mixed case.
Issue the ExecuteQuery function.

If the person exists in the system, position the cursor at the correct ID number and use
theExitWithValue function, or click on the Select button. If more than one person with that name is
found, check each possibility. If one person is found with more than one ID number, report the name and
numbers to a Project Manager.
If the person does not exist in the system, you will need to contact someone in your office who has
permission to use the Common Matching system to add this person.
If there is more than one match, and you can’t determine which is the person you really want, you may
find additional information helpful. Right-Click the canvas and select Search and Display More
Detail to call the SOAIDNS form (this option is only available from the Student search form SOAIDEN).

Person Search Detail Form

Note that although the SOAIDEN form allows you to search using any case, the SOAIDNS form requires that
you match the case of the name exactly – use mixed case letters when searching. Press
the ExecuteQuery key again to perform this search in SOAIDNS.

Note that in addition to the name, birth date, gender, and change indicator (in the first block), each person’s
registration terms, general student information, and addresses are displayed. As you scroll up and down
through the list of people matching your parameters, the information in these blocks changes to values that
correspond to the current name record.
As with the SOAIDEN form, you may use the ExitWithValue function to return to the original form with this
name/ID chosen. You may also choose to perform additional searches here by issuing a query
(EnterQuery and ExecuteQuery).
Need more help? Please contact the Help Desk by email or by phone at 651-523.2220

